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Energy Modernization

The Utility industry is seeing dramatic usage changes due to always on and on-demand needs, the sharing

economy and advanced technology. These changes require grid modernization, advancements to wind,

solar and battery storage technologies, and the need to manage a diverse portfolio of mobile and fixed

assets.

The ability to cost effectively access and manage the grid is breaking new ground thanks to wireless

devices, device management software and secure high speed data transmission over cellular 3G and 4G.

Utilities turn to CalAmp for distribution and substation automation, SCADA systems, and AMI backhaul

and integration of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) such as solar and wind generation.

CalAmp combines intelligent rugged devices with smart apps connected to the cloud for robust

processing at the edge and in your office. Where you manage generation and transmission or distribution

and customer service, our solutions can adapt because of their configurable and programmable

capabilities. This allows you to select the combination needed for each project – start small and scale

up.
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Manage Assets and Alerts

Monitor the health and status of fixed assets such as

generation plants, turbines and backup equipment so

you can adjust to the current conditions—increase

capacity or take an asset offline for maintenance.

Defined alerts notify you of imminent problems

allowing for faster response coordination. These

systems can detect, track and communicate

seamlessly, regardless of the environment.



Transformer Monitoring

CalAmp Viper

Many industries rely on remote fixed assets to keep

systems running. Yet not every option is cost effective

and efficient. With CalAmp solutions, you can see

across miles or deep into your plant to detect and

repair developing problems in real-time before they

become costly disasters.

Private Radio Solution



The Smart Grid
Leverage legacy systems with new components for a

single point of analysis and control. This will give you

better demand forecasting and rapid event response.

Unlock your optimal grid operations and capacity with

remote asset management and control of:

• Load Tap Voltage

• Regulators

• Capacitor Banks

• AMI Backhaul

• Substation Monitoring and Control

• Reclosure Monitoring and Control



Improve Customer Service

Use vehicle and equipment intelligence to respond faster to outages, leaks, repairs

and more. With intelligent devices, vehicles become an extension of your central

operations center. They can process on the edge with data from public and private

networks. These highly configurable and customizable devices can be tailored for your

unique energy and utility ecosystem and can provide information to maintain your

fleet’s condition and monitor driver behavior.

CalAmp Vanguard 5530
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Smart Meters

Smart meters make smart grids more efficient by streaming
condition data straight to you. This communication allows for

better deployment of resources.

Automated alerts provide a comprehensive view of operations,

so you’ll know when outages and other unplanned events occur—

enabling you to send out the closest crews with the right

equipment to turn on the power or water faster.



Vehicle Charging Station

You need real-time information on charging station health,

location, and usage for maintenance and to know where to

expand.

Urban centers, smart cities, continue to add EV charging

stations to their network as part of their goal to reach zero

vehicle emissions.

CalAmp Vanguard 600
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The Future Is Now

Your smart sites need intelligent rugged devices for strong

and secure communications. Connected to DeviceOutlook,

manage all elements of a large-scale wireless network,

carrier, platform and device, from a single application.



CalAmp lets you customize a solution for each project—at every

phase of energy production or utility management.

Choose from a portfolio of rugged, intelligent devices, smart

monitoring applications, and cloud processing capabilities:

• CalAmp Telematics Cloud, a platform-as-a-service (PaaS)

that links vertical, back-end applications to remote assets

• Manage and update over-the-air with DeviceOutlook, PEG

and PULS

• Intelligent CalAmp devices to support private and public

communications

There is a right combination for your smart energy. Let CalAmp

help you find the perfect solution to optimize your generation,

transmission, distribution, grid management and customer

service.

Solutions For Smart Energy
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